The Sierra Chapter hosted an ACEC-PAC fundraising matching event for Assembly Candidate Andy Pugno on September 23 rd .
The event was held in HDR's Folsom office. Pugno is running for Roger Niello's seat in the Assembly (AD 5). He is a lawyer and past legislative staffer who has decided to return to the Capitol after many years in private practice. Assembly District 5 is an oddly shaped district that extends from the Natomas area all the way to Folsom. Historically, District 5 was a republican stronghold, but is now fairly even between Democrats and Republicans. Pugno's key opponent, Dr. Richard Pan, is a physician and an educator at the UC Davis Children's Hospital. Pugno's focus will be to push for increased privatization of state government, get unions under control, and hold the line on new taxes. All issues that ACEC member firms can appreciate. Roger Niello has given his support to Andy Pugno and we need to do the same.
Thanks go to Mark Smith for his efforts to get this event on our radar and Jeff Patton, our Grassroots Chair, for his work in organizing Sierra Chapter firms.
ACEC Sierra Chapter Completes Explorit Science Center Donation Commitment Submitted by: Steve Greenfield, Director
This year's Sierra Chapter Board of Directors is proud to announce that this year we will make a $5,000 donation to the Explorit Science Center. This is the last of five annual donations that the 2006-07 Board approved for a total of $25,000. The generous donation has been used to help Explorit meet their mission to engage people in science experiences that touch all our lives. Explorit has been located in Davis since 1982 exposing hundreds of thousands of visitors to science and engineering with hand-on exploration.
We are currently working on a potential dinner program at the Explorit facility so Sierra Chapter members can see their generous donation in action. Or better yet, take a visit there with your family soon to inspire your own to pursue engineering! -Clients expect technological expertise and knowledge of standards and codes,‖ notes Neils, -so we set ourselves apart with service -delivering jobs, complete and on time.
Complex projects involve time, money, and commitment, so clients must be able to trust us to fulfill our part of the process.‖ 
